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President, European Patent Office
80298 Munich, Germany
Dear Ms Brimelow,
A Mend in Europe just told me that you are interested in “amicus curie” letters to explain
why so many computer scientists around the world have long been alarmed about patent
trends, and that you hope to receive them by 30 April. I hope this letter reaches you in
time; I could not send it by FedEx, having no complete address.
Enclosed is a copy of a letter that I wrote to the US Patent Commissioner in 1994; 1 believe
it is self explanatory- Also enclosed is the transcript of a talk I gave at the Technical University of Munich in 2001, where I gave a somewhat more nuanced view of extremely unusual
cases in which algorithms or even mathematical constants might conceivably be patentable
in my view. IThe latter remarks occur near the end of a rather long lecture; I have highlighted the relevant information, on page 324, for your conveniencel
Basically 1 remain convinced that the patent policy most fair and most suitable for the world
will regard mathematical ideas (such as algorithms) to be not subject to proprietary patent
rights. For example, it would be terrible if somebody were to have a patent on an integer,
like say 1009, so that nobody would be able to use that number “with further technical effect” without paying for a license. Although many software patents have unfortunately already been granted in the past, I hope that this practice will not continue in future. If Europe leads the way in this, I expect many Americans would want to emigrate so that they
could continue to innovate in peac&
Sincerely,

Donald E Knuth
Professor of The Art of Computer Programming
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February 23, 1994

Commissioner of Patents and 1~ademarks
Box4
Patent and T1’ademark Office
Washington, DC 20231
Dear Commissioner:
Along with many other computer scientists, I would like to ask you to reconsider the current
policy of giving patents fot computational processes. I find a considerable anxiety throughout
the community of practicing computer scientists that decisions by the patent courts and the
Patent and ‘ftademark Office are making life much more difficult for programmers.
In the period 1945—1980, it was generally believed that patent law did not pertain to software.
However, it now appears that some people have received patents for algorithms of practical
importance—e.g., Lempel-Ziv compression and lISA public key encryption—and are now legally
preventing other programmers from using those algorithms.
This is a serious change from the previous policy under which the computer revolution became
possible, and I fear this change will be harmful for society. It certainly would have had profoundly negative effect on my own work: For example, I developed software called ‘I~Xthat is
now used to produce more than 90% of all books and journals in mathematics and physics and
to produce hundreds of thousands of technical reports in all scientific disciplines. If software
patents had been commonplace in 1980, I would not have been able to create such a system,
nor would I probably have ever thought of doing it, nor can I imagine anyone else doing so.
I am told that the courts are trying to make a distinction between mathematical algorithms
and nonmathematical algorithms. Tb a computer scientist, this makes no sense, because every algorithm is as mathematical as anything could be. An algorithm is an abstract concept
unrelated to physical laws of the universe.
Nor is it possible to distinguish between “numerical” and “nonnumerical” algorithms, as if
numbers were somehow different from other kinds of precise information. All data are numbers,
and all numbers are data. Mathematicians work much more with symbolic entities than with
numbers.
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Therefore the idea of passing laws that say some kinds of algorithms belong to mathematics and
some do not strikes me as absurd as the 19th century attempts of the Indiana legislature to pass
a law that the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter is exactly 3, not approximately
3.1416. It’s like the medieval church ruling that the sun revolves about the earth. Man-made
laws can be significantly helpful but not when they contradict fundamental truths.
Congress wisely decided long ago that mathematical things cannot be patented. Surely nobody
could apply mathematics if it were necessary to pay a license fee whenever the theorem of
Pythagoras is employed. The basic algorithmic ideas that people are now rushing to patent are
so fundamental, the result threatens to be like what would happen if we allowed authors to have
patents on individual words and concepts. Novelists or journalists would be unable to write
stories unless their publishers had permission from the owners of the words. Algorithms are
exactly as basic to software as words are to writers, because they are the fundamental building
blocks needed to make interesting products. What would happen if individual lawyers could
patent their methods of defense, or if Supreme Court justices could patent their precedents?
I realize that the patent courts try their best to serve society when they formulate patent law.
The Patent Office has fulfilled this mission admirably with respect to aspects of technology
that involve concrete laws of physics rather than abstract laws of thought. I myself have a
few patents on hardware devices. But I strongly believe that the recent trend to patenting
algorithms is of benefit only to a very small number of attorneys and inventors, while it is
seriously harmful to the vast majority of people who want to do useful things with computers.
When I think of the computer programs I require daily to get my own work done, I cannot help
but realize that none of them would exist today if software patents had been prevalent in the
1960s and 1970s. Changing the rules now will have the effect of freezing progress at essentially
its current level. If present trends continue, the only recourse available to the majority of
America’s brilliant software developers will be to give up software or to emigrate. The U.S.A.
will soon lose its dominant position.
Please do what you can to reverse this alarming trend. There are far better ways to protect
the intellectual property rights of software developers than to take away their right to use
fundamental building blocks.
Sincerely,

Donald K Knuth
Professor

All Questions Answered
Donald Knuth

On October 5, 2001, at the Technische Universitat
München1 Donald Knuth presenteda lecture entztled
“All Questions Answered”. The lecture drew an audience of around 350 people. This article contains
the text of the lecture, edited by Notices senior
writer and deputy editor Allyn Jackson.
Originally trained as a mathematician, Donald
Knuth is renowned for his research in computerscience, especially the analysis ofalgorithms. He is a
prolific author, with 160 entries in MathSciNet.
Among his many books is the threevolurne series
The Art of Computer Programming ITAOCPL for
which he received the AMS Steele Prize for E.xposiLion in 1986. The citation for the prize stated that
TAOCP “has made as great a contribution to the
teaching ofmathematics for the present generation
of students as any book in mathematics proper in
recent decad~~”
The long awaited fourth volume is
in preparation and some parts are available through
Knuth ‘S websire, http //www-cs -faculty.
stanford. edu/-knuth/.
Knuth is the creator of the TEX and METAFONT
languages for computer typesetting, which have
revolutionized the preparation and distribution of
technical documents in many fields, including mathematics. In 1978 he presented the AMS Gibbs Lecture
entitled “Mathematical Typography”. The lecture
was subsequently published in the Bulletin of the
AMS [MTJ.
Knuth earned his Ph.D. in mathematics in 1963
from the California Institute of Technology under
the direction of Marshall Hall. He has received the
Turing Awardfrom the Association (or Computing
Machinery (1974), the National Medal of Science
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(1979), the AdeiskOld Medal from the Royal Swedish
Academy ofSciences (1994), the HarveyPrize from
the Techn ion ofIsrael (1995), the John vonNeumann
Medal from the Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers (1995), and the Kyoto Prize from the
Inamori Foundation (1996). Since 1968 Knuth has
been on the faculty of Stanford University, where
he currently holds the title ofProfessor Emeritus of
The Art of Computer Programming.
—Allyn Jackson
Knuth: In every class that I taught at Stanford,
the last day was devoted to “all questions answered”. The students didn’t have to come to class
if they didn’t want to, but If they did, they could
ask any question on any subject except religion or
politics or the final exam. I got the idea from
Richard Feyriman, who did the same thing in his
classes at Caltech, and it was always interesting to
see what the students reallywantedto know. Today
I’ll answer any question on any subject. Do we
allow religion or politics? I don’t know. But there
is rio final exam to worry about. nil try to answer
without taking too much time so that wecan get a
lot of questions in.
So, who wants to ask the first question?... Well,
if there are no questions.. .(Knuth makes as if to
leave.)

Question.’ There was a special report to the Arnerican president, the PJTAC report (PJTACL containing some recommendations. I am wondering
whether you would bewilling to comment on the priorities outlined in these recommendations:
better software engineering, building a teraflop

AMS
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computer, improvements in the Internet including
higher security and higher bandwidth, and the
socio-economic impacts of managing information
available via computer networks.
Knuth I think that’s a brilliant solution of the
problem of what to present to a president. But in
fact what I would like to see is thousands of computer scientists let loose to do whatever theywant.
That’s what really advances the field. From my experience writing TheArtofComputerProgramming,
If you asked me any year what was the most important thing that happened
incomputer science that year,
I probably would have no answer for the question,but over
five years’ time the whole field
changes. Computer science is
a tremendous collaboration
of people from all over the
world adding little bricks to a
massive wall. The Individual
bricks are what make It work,

you don’t make a test and then have that determine
what you do next. Alot of youhave seen themovie
Lola rennt(called Run Lola Run in the U.S.), in which
the plot is played out threedifferent times, with the
outcome taking three different branches. Quantum
computing is something like that: The world goes
into many differentbranches, and we’re interested
in the one where the outcome is the nicest.
I’m good at nonquantum computing myself, so
it’s quite possible that if quantum computing takes
over, I won’t be able to do the new stuff My life’s

work is with computers not

because I’m interested so
much in computation, but be- ~
cause I happen to be good at ~
this kind of computing. Forinnately for me, I found that
thethinglcoulddowellwas ,
interesting to other people. I
didn’t develop an ability to t
think about algorithms be- ~ a
cause I wanted to helppeople
solve problems. Somehow, by ~
the time I was a teenager, I
had a peculiar way of think- —!
ingthatmademegoodatpro- ~ a
gramming.But I might not be
good at quantum programming. It seems to be a different world from my own.
~
I’ll take a question from Z
.~ ~

and not the milestones.
Next question?
Questio,vMathematicians
say that God has the “Bookof
Proofs”, where all the most
aesthetic proofs are written.
Can you recommend some
algorithms for the “Book ofAlgorithms”?
Knuth That’s a nice question. It was Paul ErdOs who
promulgated the Idea that God has a book containing the best mathematical proofs, and I guess
my friend Günter Ziegler in Berlin has recently
written about It [PPM.
I remember that mathematicians were telling
me in the 1960s that they would recognize computer science as a mature discipline when it had
1,000 deep algorithms. I think we’ve probably
reached 500. There are certainly lotsof algorithms
that I think have to be considered absolutelybeautiful and immortal, in some sense. Two examples
are the Euclid algorithm and a corresponding one
that works in binary notation and that may have
been developed independently in China, almost as
earlyas Eudid’s algorithm was inventedin Greece.
Inmy books I am mostly concerned with the algorithms that are classical and that have been around
for a long time. But still, every year we find brand
new ideas that I think are going to remain forever.
Questiotv Do you have thoughts on quantum
computing?
Knutfr Yes, but I don’t know a greatdeal about
it. It’s quite adifferent paradigm from what I’mused
to. It has lots of things in common with the kind
of computing I know, but it’s also quite mysterious
in that you have to get all the answers at the end;
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Questioir lam working in
theorem proving, andone ofthe most important papen is your paper “Simple word problems in universal algebra” (KB] from 1970, written with
P. B. Bendk I have two questions. The firstis, do you
stillfollow this area and what do you think ofit?And
the second is~who is and what became ofP. B. Bendix?
Knuthi This work was published in 1970, but I
actually did it in 1967 while I was at Caltech. It
was a simple idea, but fortunately if s turned out
to be very widelyapplicable. The idea is to take a
set of mathematical axioms and find all the
implications of those axioms. If I have a certain
set of axioms and you have a possible theorem,

you ask, does this theorem follow from those
axioms or not? I called my paper “Simple word
problems in universal algebra”, and I said a
problem was “simple” if my method could
handle it. Now people have extended the method
quite a lot, so that a lot more problems are
“simple”. I think their work is beautifuL
The year 1967 was the most dramatic year of
thy life by far. I had no time for research. I had
two children less than two years old; I had been
scheduled to be a lecturer for ACM (Association
for Computing Machinery) for three weeks; I had
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to give lectures In a

NATO summer school

in Copenhagen; I had to
speak In a conference at
Oxford; and so on. And
I was getting the page
proofs for The Art of
Computer Programming, of which the first
volume was being
published in 1968. All
of t’ was in addition

c1as~esI was
an attack
at put me in
ic hosi
and being
an editor for twelve
journals. That year I
thought of two little
ideas. One has become
known as the Knuth-Bendix algorithm; the other
one is known as attribute grammars (AGJ. That
was the most creative year of my life, and it was
,

-

also the most hectic.
You asked about Peter Bendix. He was a sophomore in a class I taught at Caltech~“Introduction

to Algebra”. Every student was supposed to do a
class project, and Peter did his term paper on the
implementation ofthe algorithm. He was a physics
major. This was the time of the Vietnam War, and
be became an objector. He went to Canada and
worked as a high school teacher for about five
years and later got a degree in physics. Ifound he
was living near Stanford a couple ofyears ago, so
I called him up and found out that he has bad a
fairly happylife in recent years.
In the 1960s, If! wrote ajoint paper with my advisor Marshall Hall, it meant that he did the theory
and I did the programming. But IfI wrote a paper
with anybody else, it meant that I did the theory and
the other person did the programming. So Pete
Bendix was a good programmerwho implemented

the method,
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Question It seems to me it’s easier to revise a
book than the huge software programs we see day
to day. How can we apply theory to improve software?
Knuthi Certainlyerrors in softwareare more difficult to fix than errors in book& In fact, my main
conclusion after spending tenyears ofmy life working on the T~Cproject is that software is hard. It’s
harder than anything else I’ve everhad to do. While
I was working on the TJ??C program, I was unable to
do full-time teaching. Although I love teaching, I
had to take a yearoff fromit because therewasjust
too much to keep in my head at one time. Writing a
book is a little more difficult than writing a technical paper,butwritingsoftware isalot more difficult
than wilting a book.
In my books I offer rewards for the first person
who finds any particular error, and I must say that
I’ve written more checks to people In Germany
than in anyother cotmiry In theworld. I get letters
from all over, but my German readers are the best
nltplckers thatFve everhad! In software I similarly
pay for errors in the T~CandMETAFONTprograms.
The rewardwas doublingevery year: It started out
at $2.56, then it went to $5.12, and so on, until it
reached $327.68, at which time 1 stopped doubling. There has been no errorreported In T~(since
1994 or 1995, although there Is arwnor that somebody has recently found one. Fm going to have to
look at It again in a year or two.! do everything In
batch mode, by the way. I am going to look again
at possible errors in TI~Cin, say, the year 2003.
I think lettingusers know that you welcome reports of errors Is one Important technique that
could be used in the software industry. I think
Microsoft should say, “You’ll get a check from Bill
Gates every time you find an error?
Qpestio,v What importance do you give to the design ofefficient algorithms, and what emphasis do
you suggest giving this area in the future?
Knut Ithink the design of efficient algorithms
is somehow the core of computer science. It’s at
the center of our field. Computers are incredibly
fast now compared to what they were before, so
for many problems there is no need to have an efficient algorithm. I can write programs that are in
some sense extremely Inefficient, but if It’s only
going to take one second to get the answer, who
cares? Still, some things we have to do millions or
billions of times, and just knowing that the number of times is finite doesn’t tell usthat we can handle it. So the number of problems that are In need
of efficient algorithms is huge. For example,many
problems are NP complete, and NP complete is
just a small level of complexity. Therefore I see an
almost Infinite horizon for the need for efficient
algorithms. And that makes me happy because
those are the kinds of problems I like the best
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Question: You have a big interest in puzzles, including the “Tower of Hanoi” puzzle on more than
3 pegs. I won’t ask a harder question—what is the
shoiiestsolution7— because lam not sure everyone
knows this puzzle. But I will ask a more philosophical question: Is it possible o show this can never be
solved2
Knuth: Do people know the “Tower of Hanoi”
problem7 You have 3 pegs, and you have disks of
different sizes. You’re supposedto transfer the disks
from one peg to another, and the disks have to be
sorted on each peg so that the biggest is always on
the bottom. You can move only one disk at a time.
Henry Dudeney invented the idea of generalizing
this puzzle to more than 3 pegs, and the task of fmding the shortest solution to the 4-peg problem has
been an open question for more than a hundred
years.The 3-peg problem is very simple; we teach it
to freshmen.
But take another, more famous problem, the
Goldbach conjecture in mathematics: Every even ifl~
teger is the sum of two odd primes. Now, I think
that’s a problem that’s never going to be solved. I
think it might not even have a proof. It might be
one of the unprovable theorems that Godel showed
exist. In fact, we now know that in some sense almost all correct statements about mathematics are

unprovable. Goldbach’s conjecture is just, sort of,
true because it can’t be false. There are so many
ways to represent an even number as the sum of
two odd numbers, that as the numbers grow the
number of representations grows bigger and bigger. Take a lO’°’°-digit even number, and imagine
howmany ways there are to write that as the sum
of two odd integers. For an n-bit odd number, the
chances are proportional to 1/n that it’s prime. How
are all of those pairs of odd numbers going to be
nonprlme? It just can’t happen. But it doesn’t follow that you’ll find a proof, because the definition
ofprimality
is multiplicative, while Goldbach’s con
•
jecture pertains to an additive property. So it might
very well be that the conjecture happens to be
true, but there is no rigorous way to prove It.
In the case of the 4-peg “Tower of Hanoi”, there
are many, many ways to achieve what we think is
the minimum number of moves, but we have no
good way to characterize all those solutions. So
that’s why I personallycame to the conclusion that
I was never going to be able to solve it, and I
stopped working on it in 1972. But I spent a solid
week workmg on it pretty hard.
Question: What are the five most important problems in computer science?
Knuth: I don’t like this “top ten” business. It’s
the bottom ten that 1 like. I think you’ve got to
go for the little things, the stones that make up
the wall,
MAR01 2002

Question: You
spent a lot of time on
computer typesetting.
What are your reflections on the impactof
this work?
Knuth: I am extremely happy that
my work was in the
public domain and
made it possible for
people on all platforms to communicate
with
each other
via the
Internet.
Especially now! m thrilled
by some recent projects. lwo weeks ago
~heard a great lecture
by Bernd Wegner from
the Technical I
sity of’ Berlin
the
for c
Jour:
~
c
Suci
would s’—’;
been Impossible without the open source
software that came
out ofmy ~‘
i I’m
extremely de
this 15 1
~

-

-

V~1~”
‘~
~

-

-

started
books on r
ics were looking worse
and
worse from year
to year. It took a lot
of skilled handwork
to do it in the old systern. The people who
could do that were
dying out, and high
did not go to -i
mathematical books.
I never expected that
T~wouJdtakeovertheennreworldofpublishing.
i’m not a very competitive person, and I did not
want to take jobs away from anybody who was
doing another way of printing. But! found that nobody wanted to do mathematical publishing well,
so math was something I could improve without
getting anybody upset about me bemg an upstart.
The downside is that I’m too sensitive to things
now. I can’t go to a restaurant and order food
~
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because I keep looking at the fonts on the menu.
Five minutes later I realize that it’s also talking
about food.IfIhad never thought about computer
typesetting, Imight have had ahappierlifeIn some

ways.
Questlo,v Can you give us an outline for computer science, some milestones for the next ten or
twentyyears?
Knuth: You’re asking for milestones again.
ThereIs a lot of Interestin applications to biology
because so many things have opened up in that
domain, with chances to cure diseases. The fact
that human beings are based on a discrete code
means thatpeople like you and me, who are good
at discrete problems, are able to do relevant work
for this area. The problems are very difficult and
challenging, and that’s why I foresee an Important
future there.
But In all aspects of our field, I really don’t see
any slowing down. Every thne I think Fve discovered something interesting, I look on the Internet
and find that somebody else has doneit too. So we
have a field that at the moment still seems to be
like a boiling kettle, where you can’t keep the lid
onIn the field of biology, I think we can confidently
predict that It’s going to have rich problems to
solve for at least 500 years. I can’t make that claim
for computer science.
Questiow What Is the connection between mathematics and computer programming viewed as an

an?

Knuth: Art is Kunst, The American movie
ArtificialIntelligence is called Kunstlicherlntelligenz
in Germany—that is, artificial as well as artistic. I
think of programming with beauty In mind, as
being something elegant, something that you can
be proud offor the wayitfits together. Mathematics
in the same way has elegance. Both fields, computing and mathematics, are different from
other sciences because they are artificial; they
are not in nature. They’re totally under our own
control. We make up the axioms, and when we
322

solve a problem,wecan prove thatwe’ve solved it.
No astronomer will ever know whetherhis theories
ofastronomy are correct. You can’tgoup to the sun
and measure it.
So these are my first thoughts on that connection. But thereIs a difference between mathematics and computer programming, and sometimes I
can feel when Fm putting on one hat or the other.
Some parts of me like mathematics, and some
parts of me like emacs hacking. I think they go
together okay, but! don’t see that they’re the same

pare
Question: What is the relationship between God
and computers?
Knutlu In one of my books, 3:18 BIble Texts
Illuminated fBTIJ, I used random sampling to study
sixty different verses of the Bible and what people
from all different religious persuasions and different centuries have said about those versesJ did
the study at first on my own, and then I found it
was interesting enough thatI ought to makea book
about it. I got sixty of the best artists in the world
to illustrate the book, many of them in Germany.
The artwork was exhibited twice in Germany, and
In other countries around the world. It was also
shown in the National Cathedral in Washington,
DC. In that book I used methodology that computer scientists often use for understanding a
complicated subject, to see If that method would
give some insight into the Bible, which is a complicated subject. In thebook, I don’t give answers.
I just say I think it’s good that life should be an
ongoing search. The journey Is more important
than the destination.
Question: Do you know whether “P equals NP”
has been proved? I heard a rumor that It has.
Knutlr Which rumor did you hear?
Question: One from Russia.
Knuth From Russia? That’s new to me. Well, I
don’t think anybody has proved that P equals NP
yet. But I know that Andy Yao has retired and
hopes to solve the problem in the next five to
ten years. He is inspired by Andrew Wiles, who
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devoted several years to proving Fermat’s Last
Theorem. They’re both Princeton people. Andy
can do it If anybody can.
Three or four years ago, there was a paper in a
Chinese journal of computer science and technology by a professorwhoclaimed be could solve an
NP-hard problem in polynomial time. The problem
was about cliques, and he had a very dever way to
represent cliques. The method was supposedly
polynomial time, but it actually took something like
n12 steps, so you couldn’t even check It when n
equals 5. So It was very hard to see the bug in his
proof. I went to Stanford and sat down with our
graduate students, and we needed a couple of
hours before we found the flaw~Iwrote the author
a letter pointing out the error, and he wrote back
a couple of months later, saying, “No, no, there is
no error.” I decided not to pursue it any further. I
had done my part. But I don’t believe it’s been
solved. That’s the most mind-boggling problem
facing theoretical computer science, and maybe
all of science at the moment.
Question: What do you think of research in
cryptographIc algorithms? And what do you
think ofefforts by politicians today to put limits on
cryptography research?
Knuthi Certainly the whole area of cryptographic
algorithms has been one of the most active and exciting areas In computer science for the past ten
years, and many of the results are spectacular and
beautiful. I can’t claim that I’m good at that particular subject, though, because I can’t think of
sneaky attacks myself. But the key problem is,
what about the abuse of secure methods of communication? I don’t want criminals to use these
methods to become better criminals.
I’m a religious person, and I think that God
knows all my secrets, sol always feel that whatever
I’m thinking is public knowledge in some way. I
come from this kind of background. 1 don’t feel
I have to encrypt everything I do. On the other
hand, I would certainly feel quite differently if
somebody started to use such openness against me,
MARcH
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by stealing mybank accounts orwhatever. So Jam
supportive of a high level of secrecy. But whether
it should be impossible for the authorities to
decode things even in criminal investigations, in
extreme cases—there I tend to come down on the
side of wanting to have some way to break some
keys sometimes.
Question: Will we have Intelligent machines sometime in the future? Should we have them?
Knuthi There have always been inflated estimates as to how soon we are going to have a
machine that’s intelligent. I still see no signs of
getting around the central problem of understanding what is cognition, what it means to think.
Neurologists are making better measurements
than they ever have before, but we are still so far
from finding an answer that I can’t yet rank
neuroscience as one of the most active fields of
current work. Biology has been getting answers,
with DNA and stem celis and so on. But with cognition we are still looking for the secret
Some very thought-provoking books came out
a year or two ago, one by Hans Moravec [Mo], and
oneby Ray Kurzweil fKu]. Both of them are saying
thatin twenty or thirty years we are going to have
machines smarterthan humans. Some people were
worried about that. My attitude is, if that’s true,
more power to them, If they are smarter than us,
so what? Then we can learn from them. But I see
no signs that there are any breakthroughs around
the corner.
Two weeks ago in Greece I was at the inauguration of a newbook by Christos Papadimitriou,who
is chairman of computer science at Berkeley. He
published a novel in the Greeklanguage called The
Smile of Turing [Pal. I don’t want to give away the
story, but when it gets published in Gennan or
English, you’ll find that it has a very nice discussionof artificial intelligence and the Turingtest for
intelligence.
The most promising model of how the brain
works that I’ve seen saysthat the brain isadynamic
genetic algorithm that operates all the time. As I
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am talking to you now, your brains have a lot of
competing theories about what I’m going to say. It’s
the survival of the fittest, a continual
battle among the competing theories.
Some come to the surface and actually
enter your consciousness, but the
others are all there. Some kind of mating of concepts might be going on in our
heads all the time. This model seems to
have the right properties to account for
how we can do what we do with the
relatively slow response time that our
neurons have. But lam by no means an
expert on this.
Question. I
~o1rwan

r

integer realil disk meted b~man? Uris it ‘~ominhmg
that is (rod given2 i~hen we start thinking of om~
pIeidt~issues, we ha’ e to change our viewpoint as
to what is in nature and what is invented.
Question.- You have been writing checks to people who point out errors in your books. I have never
heardofanyone cashing these checks. Do you know
how much money you would be out of, if everyone
suddenly cashed the checks?
Knuth There’s one man who lives near Frankfurt who would probably have more than $1,000
if he cashed all the checks I’ve sent him. There’s a
man in Los Gatos, California, whom I’ve never met,
whocashes a check for $236 about oncea month,
and that’s been going on for some years now.
Altogether I’ve written more than 2,000 checks
over the years, and the average amount exceeds
$8.00 per check. Even if everybody cashed their
checks, it would still be more than worth it to me
to know that my books are getting better.
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means ~tomake public”.
I was trained in the culture of mathematics, so
I’m not used to charging people a penny every time
theyuse a theorem I proved. But I charge sornehod~
for the lime I spend telling them which theorem
to apply. It’s okay to charge for services and
customizanon and improvement, but don’t make
the algorithms themselves proprietary
There’s an interesting issue, though. Could you
possibly have a patent an a positive integer? ft is
not inconceivable that if we took a million of the
greatest supercomputers today and set them going,
they could compute a certain 3OO~digitconsiant
that would solve any NP-hard problem by taking
the GCD of this constant with an input number, or
by some other funny cumbmation. Thts integer
would require massive amounts of computation
time to find, and it ~ouknew that integer, then you
could do afl kinds of useful things. Now, is that
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